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1 Partial Control

• Raising: The matrix subject is the embedded subject (movement), and

the attitude holder is obligatorily not the grammatical subject

• Control: The matrix subject is related to the embedded subject (MTC,

PRO), and the attitude holder is obligatorily the grammatical subject

– Exhaustive Control: the controller is the subject of both clauses

– Partial Control: the controller is a proper subset of the embedded

subject
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(1) a. John seemed happy to go on vacation.

b. John seemed to Mary to be happy to go on vacation.

(2) a. John wanted to go on vacation.

b. *John wanted to Mary to go on vacation.

(3) a. John expected to go on vacation together.

b. *John managed to go on vacation together.

c. John and Mary managed to go on vacation together.

2 Goals

1. What determines if a control verb is exhaustive or partial?

2. Why does PRO not have consistent behavior with respect to plurality?

3. Why is there no partial raising?

4. Why is there a link between time and partial control?

3 Background

A control infinitive expresses a property that is applied to the controller’s dox-

astic center.

3.1 Centered Worlds

Centered Worlds are her implementation of the obligatory de se interpretation

of PRO.

We saw centered worlds in class for de se readings of control predicates:

(4) ∀ < y,w′ >∈ Dox-Alt(x,w):...

A pair of variables, here an entity and a world, are being considered in various

worlds. This privileges the attitude holder, allowing them to identify themselves

in the alternative worlds.

3.2 Properties

(5) Mary believes that she is Boudica.1

The alternative to properties is propositions. However, (5) cannot possibly

mean that Mary believes that Mary is Boudica, since there is no possible world

in which Mary is Boudica. Yet properties and centered worlds allows this: Mary

identifies herself as Boudica in the alternative worlds.

1In a language like French, where believe is a control predicate.
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4 Partial Control

4.1 Elements to Account For

4.1.1 Plurality

The ability of the PRO to license collective predicates in partial control could

be a problem. Intuitively, the controller must simply be included in the plu-

rality. However, PRO does not behave consistently with respect to plurality.

Reflexives and the collective predicates suggest that it is plural, (6). However

the reciprocal in (7) is ungrammatical suggesting PRO is singular.

(6) They tried to see themselves in the water.

(7) *Vercingetorix intends to meet each other on the battle field.

Pearson proposes that PRO is always singular, but since it is simply a bound

variable, the feature gets deleted at LF. This allows her to quantify over plural

individuals.2

4.1.2 Time

In order to account for the non-simultaneity observed in partial control predi-

cates, (ex. the future orientation of expects) time can be added to the tuples of

the centered worlds.

The tuples can be expanded to include time (t), giving triples < x,w, t >. Now

the time of consideration can shift in the worlds being considered.

4.2 The Proposal

Triplets shift as a unit: in each alternative world, an alternative entity and

alternative time are considered.3

In exhaustive control, the entity simply equals the alternative entity.

In partial control, there is a larger set of relationships available:

(8) For any pair of world-time-individual triples <w,t,x> and <w’,t’,y>,

<w’,t’,y> is an extension of <w,t,x> if and only if for every α, β such

2Landau’s approach is to distinguish between syntactic and semantic features.
3It could be possible to shift only one or two of the variables, however it seems like

there are no simultaneous partial control verbs, suggesting that all must change.

that α is a coordinate of <w,t,x> and β is a coordinate of <w’,t’,y> of

the same type as α, either:

a. α 6 β

b. α <preceeds β

c. β <preceeds α

JCPCKc,g = λP<e,<i,<s,t>>>λxeλtiλws.∀ < w′, t′, y > [< w′, t′, y >∈ Cx,w,t →
∃ < w′′, t′′, z > [< w′′, t′′, z > is an extension of < w′, t′, y > ∧P (z, t′′, w′′)]]

4.3 Predicting Class Membership

Partial control predicates must be both canonical attitude predicates and allow

non-simultaneous interpretations. This falls out from the centered worlds and

shifting a tuple that includes time.

5 Partial Object Control

(9) Hrothgar advised Beowulf to attack Grendel as a team.

The tuple can be extended to include two individuals. However this leaves

the question of how to control which individual is shifted, or if both are, why

Beowulf is part of the team and Hrothgar is not.

6 Exhaustive Control

Exhaustive control can be differentiated from partial control by writing the

lexical entries of exhaustive control verbs to lack the tuples present in the partial

control verbs.

7 No Partial Raising

(10) a. *Crassus seems to fight together.

b. *Catiline believes Cicero to meet in the Forum.

(11) Grendel seems to Beowulfi to hate himi/*himselfi.

Partial raising does not exist, as shown by (10). This is because the doxastic

center cannot be the subject in raising. It is the doxastic center that is shifted
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in the tuple, so there could never be a shifted subject in a raising verb, and

therefore partial raising is impossible.

8 Predictions and Problems

• If an attitude predicate is also an exhaustive control predicate it must

require simultaneity.

– Pearson explains emotive factives because they allow a time that is

a superset of the current time (“for a year”)

– PROG/have allows some predicates like claim to become partial

control predicates, but not all other exhaustive predicates

• The approach to partial object control could be easily extended to partial

raising.
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